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ABSTRACT 

 

This research deals with analyzing VP construction in English Magazine 

published by LPM (Lembaga Pers Mahasiswa) using X-bar approach by Andrew 

Radford (1988). This research aims at identifying the constituents of verb phrases and 

the functions of constituents of verb phrases found in Campus English Magazine. 

This research applies descriptive qualitative method. In collecting the data, the writer 

uses documentation. The object are verb phrase constituents. The analyses of data are 

sentences containing verb phrase construction used in Campus English Magazine 

Vol54/XII/2013. The writer found 10 typical constructions of verb phrase from 66 

data. The writer provides in the percentage for specific result. They are: (1) V”→ V + 

NP (Complement) in 37%, (2)  V”→ V + NP (Complement) + PP (Adjunct) in 42%, 

(3) V”→ V + PP (Adjunct) in 9%, (4) V”→ V + PP (Adjunct) + PP (Adjunct) in 1, 

5%, (5) V”→ AdvP (Adjunct) + V + NP (Complement) in 3 %, (6) V”→ M +V + NP 

(Complement) + NP (Complement) in 1, 5%, (7) V”→ M + V + AP (Adjunct) in 1, 

5%, (8) V”→ M + V + AP (Complement) in 1, 5%, (9) V”→ M + V + AdvP 

(Adjunct) in 1, 5%, and (10) V”→ M + V + NP (Complement) + AdvP  (Adjunct) in 

1, 5%. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

In living, human beings need communication tools so that they can 

interact each other absolutely. People called the tool language. People can express 

their feeling, idea or emotion through the beauty of language. Radford (1988: 4) 

said that Language has four different aspects namely phonology, morphology, 

semantic, and syntax. Syntax is one of aspects of linguistic analysis which is used 

for the study of some rules which aim is to govern several ways words are 

combined thereby forming phrases, clauses or sentences. Thus, syntax is the study 

of sentence structure. 

People can analyze the grammatical form by syntactic structure. One of 

grammatical forms is phrase. One of phrases is verb phrase. Morley (2003: 55) 

stated “verbal phrase has a verb headword which is a main verb”. Moreover, verb 

is important in arranging sentence. A sentence will not be fully equipped if there 

is no verb. The verb phrases begin from simple forms to complicated ones can be 

found in Campus English Magazine. That is why the writer interest in analyzing 

verb phrase found in Campus English Magazine. 

In this research, the writer aims to identify the constituent of verb phrases 

and to describe the functions of constituents of verb phrase. In analyzing verb 

phrases, the writer uses X-bar approach. 

B. RESEARCH METHOD 

This research uses descriptive qualitative research. Meleong (1983:3) 

stated that “Qualitative research is a research which results in the descriptive data 

in the form observed people or behaviors”. There are several steps to conduct this 

qualitative study. Those are determining the object of research, data and data 

source, the method of collecting data, and technique of analyzing data. 



The data of this research are verb phrases found in Campus English 

Magazine Vol.54/XII/2013. In collecting the data, the writer  uses 

docummentation method with the following steps : first, reading the data source; 

second, Identifying the verb phrases construction in sentences of Campus English 

Magazine Vol.54/XII/2013; third, classifying based on the patterns; fourth, 

coding the data of verb phrases, for example 001/CEM/VP which means datum 

number/Campus English Magazine/ Verb Phrase. In anlyzing the data, the writer 

analyzes the data by using X-bar theory. The writer analyzes the data using the 

following steps: first, identifying the constituents of Verb Phrases found in 

Campus English Magazine Vol.54/XII/2013 based on X-bar theory by Andrew 

Radfor; second, describing the functions of verb phrase constituents (it is 

equivalent to identifying the constituents having status related to the head verb of 

verb phrases) by using tree diagram forms.  

C. FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 

The writer analyzes the data based on the objective. The following 

analysis tries to answer the two objectives of this research. The objectives are 

identifying the constituent and describing the functions of modifiers of verb 

phrases found in Campus English Magazine Vol.54/XII/2013 using X-bar 

approach. The writer takes 66 data of verb phrases in Campus English Magazine. 

There are 10 types of VP constructions: (1) V”→ V + NP (Complement) in 37%, 

(2)  V”→ V + NP (Complement) + PP (Adjunct) in 42%, (3) V”→ V + PP 

(Adjunct) in 9%, (4) V”→ V + PP (Adjunct) + PP (Adjunct) in 1, 5%, (5) V”→ 

AdvP (Adjunct) + V + NP (Complement) in 3 %, (6) V”→ M +V + NP 

(Complement) + NP (Complement) in 1, 5%, (7) V”→ M + V + AP (Adjunct) in 

1, 5%, (8) V”→ M + V + AP (Complement) in 1, 5%, (9) V”→ M + V + AdvP 

(Adjunct) in 1, 5%, and (10) V”→ M + V + NP (Complement) + AdvP  (Adjunct) 

in 1, 5%. The writer elaborates the explanation as the following: 



1. Verb + Noun Phrase (Complement) 

12/CEM/VP 

In psychical aspect, playing game enhances socialization, empathy, reciprocal 

assistance, and environment tough fullness.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The construction enhances socialization, empathy, reciprocal 

assistance, and environment tough fullness is a verb phrase because it has 

a head verb enhances and post-modifier socialization, empathy, reciprocal 

assistance, and environment tough fullness. The form of post-modifier is 

noun phrase (NP). The NP stands for noun phrase and it appears after the 

head verb. The construction enhances socialization, empathy, reciprocal 

assistance, and environment tough fullness can be small VP (V’) and full 

VP (V”). It can be categorized into small VP (V’) because it can be 

expanded by specifier (modal auxiliary) like can.  Besides, it is also a full 

verb phrase (V”) because it functions as predicate of the sentence. 

PS-rules:  

 

V”→V’ 

V’→V + NP 

 

 V” 

 

                            V’ 

V NP 

 

     enhances   socialization, empathy, reciprocal           

assistance, and environment 

tough fullness 

 



Furthermore, this VP is a well-formed construction without specifier or 

the other pre-modifiers. 

The function of NP socialization, empathy, reciprocal assistance, 

and environment tough fullness is obligatory because the NP functions as 

the object of the verb enhances and as an obligatory constituent NP. Thus, 

the NP has a status of complement. Based on the explanation above, the 

construction VP is V” →V + NP (Complement). 

 

2. Verb + Noun Phrase (Complement) + Prepositional Phrase (Adjunct) 

8/CEM/VP 

In playing traditional game, they need a team to work together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The construction need a team to work together is a VP because it 

has a head verb need, and two post-modifiers a team and to work together. 

The form of two post-modifiers are noun phrase (NP) and prepositional 

phrase (PP). They appear after the head verb. The construction need a 

team to work together can be small VP (V’) and full VP (V”). It can be 

PS-rules:  

 

V”→V’ 

V’→V’ + PP 

V’→V + NP 

 

        V” 

 

                                  V’ 

V’  PP 

V             NP 

 

need       a team            to work together 



categorized into small VP (V’) because it can be expanded by specifier 

like will.  Besides, it is also full verb phrase (V”) because it functions as 

predicate of the sentence. Furthermore, this VP is well-formed 

construction without specifier.  

The function of NP a team is obligatory. It is obligatory because the 

NP functions as the object of the verb need. Besides, the NP has close 

relation to the verb. Thus, the NP has a status of complement.  

The status of PP to work together is adjunct. The function of PP to 

work together is optional because it has less cohesion to the verb. In the 

other words, it does not show close relation to the verb. By deleting 

constituent PP to work together becoming they need a team, it does not 

result ill-formed construction. Based on the explanation, it can be inferred 

the construction of VP is V” → V + NP (Complement) + PP (Adjunct).  

3. Verb + Prepositional Phrase (Adjunct) 

20/CEM/VP 

What a sad situation if that thing happens in our society. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PS-rules:  

 

V”→V’ 

V’→V’ + PP 

V’→V 

 

 V” 

 

                            V’ 

V’ PP 

V 

          happens      in our society     



The construction happens in our society is a verb phrase because it 

has a head verb happens and post-modifier in our society. The form of 

post-modifier is prepositional phrase (PP). It appears after the head verb. 

The construction happens in our society can be small VP (V’) and full VP 

(V”). It can be categorized into small VP (V’) because it can be expanded 

by specifier like will.  Besides, it is also full verb phrase (V”) because it 

functions as predicate of the sentence. Furthermore, this VP is well-

formed construction without specifier or the other pre-modifiers. 

The status of PP in our society is adjunct. The function of PP in our 

society is optional because it has less cohesion to the verb. In the other 

words, it does not show close relation to the verb. By deleting constituent 

PP in our society becoming What a sad situation if that thing happens, it 

does not result ill-formed construction. Based on the explanation, it can be 

inferred the construction of VP is V” →V + PP (Adjunct).  

4. Verb + Prepositional Phrase (Adjunct) + Prepositional Phrase (Adjunct ) 

60/CEM/VP 

This team succeeded in the process of patenting their research in Internal 

Journal Bulletin of Chemical Reaction Engineering and Catalysis. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The construction succeeded in the process of patenting their 

research in Internal Journal Bulletin of Chemical Reaction Engineering 

and Catalysis is a verb phrase because it has a head verb succeeded, and 

two post-modifiers in the process of patenting their research and in 

Internal Journal Bulletin of Chemical Reaction Engineering and 

Catalysis. The forms of two post-modifiers are prepositional phrase (PP). 

They appear after the head verb. This can be small VP (V’) and full VP 

(V”). It can be categorized into small VP (V’) because it can be expanded 

by constituent AdvP like also.  Besides, it is also full verb phrase (V”) 

because it functions as predicate of the sentence. Furthermore, this VP is 

well-formed construction without specifier or the other pre-modifiers. 

This VP has two post modifiers constituent PP.  The status of two 

PPs is adjunct. The function of two PPs is optional. Those are optional 

because they have less cohesion to the verb. In the other words, it does not 

show close relation to the verb. By deleting two constituents PPs in the 

process of patenting their research and in Internal Journal Bulletin of 

Chemical Reaction Engineering and Catalysis becoming This team 

succeeded, it does not result ill-formed construction. Based on the 

PS-rules:  

 

V”→V’ 

V’→V’ + PP 

V’→V’ + PP 

V’→V 

 

             V” 

 

                                       V’ 

       V’            PP 

     V’                   PP 

     V 

succeeded   in the process     in International Journal 

                   of patenting        Bulletin of Chemical 

                   their research     Reaction Engineering 

 and  Catalysis 



explanation, it can be inferred the construction of VP is V” → V + PP 

(Adjunct) + PP (Adjunct).  

5. Adverb Phrase (Adjunct) + Verb + Noun Phrase (Complement) 

53/CEM/VP 

Drinking alcohol and soft drinks also cause hiccups. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T

he construction also cause hiccups is a verb phrase because it has a head 

verb cause, pre-modifiers also, and post-modifier hiccups. The form of 

pre-modifier is Adverbial phrase (AdvP) and post-modifier is noun phrase 

(NP). AdvP stands for adverbial phrase and it appears before the head 

verb. NP stands for noun phrase and it appears after the head verb. The 

construction also cause hiccups is full verb phrase (V”) because it has not 

potential to be extended anymore.  

The function of NP hiccups is obligatory. It is obligatory because 

the NP functions as the object of the verb cause and as an obligatory 

constituent NP. Thus, the NP has a status of complement. Based on the 

PS-rules:  

 

V”→AdvP + V’ 

V’→V + NP 

 

     V” 

 

         AdvP                          V’ 

 V   NP 

                                                

           also     cause    hiccups 

 

                        



explanation above, the construction VP is V” →AdvP (Adjunct) + V + NP 

(Complement). 

6. Modal + Verb + Noun Phrase (Complement) + Noun Phrase 

(Complement) 

54/CEM/VP 

Campus will give you some information about movies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The construction will give you some information about movies a 

verb phrase because it has a head verb give and pre-modifier will, and two 

post-modifiers some information and about movies. This construction 

belongs to full VP (V”) because it cannot be extended anymore. The form 

of pre-modifier is modal (M) and two post-modifiers are noun phrase 

(NP). M stands for modal auxiliary and it always appears before the head 

verb. Two NPs stand for noun phrase. They appear after the head verb. 

The sentence Campus will give you some information about movies 

has two objects. Hence, it must be differentiated into two parts, direct 

object and indirect object. Direct object is noun, pronoun even phrase 

PS-rules:  

 

V”→M + V’ 

V’→V + NP +NP 

 

        V” 

 

           M                             V’ 

             V             NP                 NP 

                              

 

          will      give         you        some information  

                       about movies 



which follow transitive verb and receive the action of a verb directly. 

Direct object could exist without indirect object. On the contrary, there 

must be direct object to have an indirect object. Indirect object receives 

the action of a verb indirectly.  

The constituent you as post-modifier constituent NP. The 

constituent some information about movies as post-modifier constituent 

NP too. This constituent NP you is included into indirect object. Indirect 

object is usually found with verb like give, ask, tell, take, and bring. This 

constituent NP you located between verb and direct object. Indirect object 

is a complement of verb transitive. Thus, it has function as complement or 

obligatory post-modifier based on the PS-rule V’→V + NP, NP expands V 

into V’. Therefore, complement is the sister of V and the daughter of V’. 

The VP is certainly has an obligatory post-modifier NP you. 

The status of the second post modifier, Noun Phrase some 

information about movies, is complement too. It can be said the 

constituent NP some information about movies has function as 

complement because it is as direct object. Direct object is also 

complement of the verb. It has closer relationship to the verb. It can be 

proven by using the phrase do so. Based on the sentence above, it can be 

analyzed as following: 

(a) Campus will (give you some information about movies), and 

another magazine will do so as well. 

(b) *Campus will (give you) some information about movies, and 

another magazine will do so some information about novel. 

It can be seen that the pro-V-bar do so can only replace the whole 

string (give you some information about movies), not the substring (give 



you). Thus, the constituent NP some information about movies has 

function as complement. From the description above, it can be drawn that 

the construction of VP is V” →M + V + NP (Complement) + NP 

(Complement). 

7. Modal + Verb + Adjective Phrase (Adjunct) 

42/CEM/VP 

The horse will run fast. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The construction will run fast is a verb phrase because it has a head 

verb run, pre-modifier will, and post-modifier fast. The form of pre-

modifier is modal (M) and post-modifier is adjective phrase (AP). M 

stands for modal auxiliary and it always appears before the head verb. AP 

stands for adjective phrase. It appears after the head verb. The 

construction will run fast is full verb phrase (V”) because it cannot be 

extended anymore. 

The status of AP fast is adjunct. The function of AP fast is optional. 

It is optional because it has less cohesion to the verb. In the other words, it 

does not show close relation to the verb. By deleting constituent AP fast 

PS-rules:  

 

V”→M + V’ 

V’→V’ + AP 

V’→V  

        V” 

 

        M                                  V’ 

             V’                             AP 

              V 

        will          run fast

  



becoming The horse will run, it does not result ill-formed construction. 

Based on the explanation, it can be inferred the construction of VP is V” 

→M + V + AP (Adjunct).  

8. Modal + Verb + Adjective Phrase (Complement) 

7/CEM/VP 

They will become selfish or so egoistic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The construction will become selfish or so egoistic is a verb phrase 

because it has a head verb become, pre-modifiers will, and post-modifier 

selfish or so egoistic. The form of pre-modifier is modal (M) and post-

modifier is adjective phrase (AP). M stands for modal auxiliary and it 

always appears before the head verb. AP stands for adjective phrase and it 

appears after the head verb. The construction will become selfish or so 

egoistic is full verb phrase (V”) because it cannot be extended anymore.  

The function of AP selfish or so egoistic is obligatory because the 

AP functions as the object of the verb become and as an obligatory 

constituent AP. Thus, the AP has a status of complement. Based on the 

PS-rules:  

 

V”→M + V’ 

V’→V + AP 

  

 

 

        V” 

 

        M                                    V’ 

               V                              AP 

             

                            

        will      become         selfish or so egoistic 



explanation above, the construction VP is V” →M + V + AP 

(Complement). 

9. Modal + Verb + Adverbial Phrase (Adjunct) 

43/CEM/VP 

Each spinal segment will come back orderly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T

he construction will come back orderly is a verb phrase because it has a 

head verb come, pre-modifier will, and post-modifier back orderly. The 

form of pre-modifier is modal (M) and post-modifier is adverbial phrase 

(AdvP). M stands for modal auxiliary and it always appears before the 

head verb. AdvP stands for adverbial phrase. It appears after the head 

verb. The construction will come back orderly is full verb phrase (V”) 

because it cannot be extended anymore. 

The status of AdvP back orderly is adjunct. The function of AdvP 

back orderly is optional because it has less cohesion to the verb. In the 

other words, it does not show close relation to the verb. By deleting 

constituent AdvP back orderly becoming Each spinal segment will come, 

PS-rules:  

V”→M + V’ 

V’→V’ + AdvP 

V’→V  

        V” 

 

      M                               V’ 

       V’                       AdvP 

                   V 

      will    come                 back orderly 



it does not result ill-formed construction. Based on the explanation, it can 

be inferred the construction of VP is V” →M + V + AdvP (Adjunct).  

10. Modal + Verb + Noun Phrase  (Complement) + Adverbial Phrase 

(Adjunct) 

57/CEM/VP 

People should call it as “love is lust”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

T

he construction should call it as “love is lust” is a verb phrase because it 

has a head verb call, pre-modifier should, and two post-modifiers it and as 

“love is lust”. The form of pre-modifier is modal (M) and two post-

modifiers are noun phrase (NP) and adverbial phrase (AdvP). M stands for 

modal auxiliary and it always appears before the head verb. NP and AdvP 

stand for noun phrase and adverbial phrase. They appear after the head 

verb. The construction should call it as “love is lust” is full verb phrase 

(V”) because it cannot be extended anymore. Besides, it functions as 

predicate of the sentence. 

PS-rules:  

 

V”→M + V’ 

V’→V’ + AdvP 

V’→V + NP 

        V” 

 

    M                                    V’ 

                  V’            AdvP 

                    V               NP 

 

should        call               it                as “love is lust”         



The function of NP it is obligatory because the NP functions as the 

object of the verb call and as an obligatory constituent NP. Besides, the 

NP has close relation to the verb. Thus, the NP has a status of 

complement.  

The status of AdvP as “love is lust” is adjunct. The function of 

AdvP as “love is lust” is optional because it has less cohesion to the verb. 

In the other words, it does not show close relation to the verb. By deleting 

constituent AdvP as “love is lust” becoming people should call it, it does 

not result ill-formed construction. Based on the explanation, it can be 

inferred the construction of VP is V” →M + V + NP (Complement) + 

AdvP (Adjunct). 

D. CONCLUSION 

 

From the result of the research, it comes to the conclusion about the 

constituents and functions of modifiers of verb phrases found in Campus English 

Magazine Vol.54/XII/2013. 

There are 10 types constructions of verb phrase from 66 data based on the 

status of the constituents of verb phrases, namely; 1) V”→ V + NP (Complement) 

consisting of 24 data (37%), 2)  V”→ V + NP (Complement) + PP (Adjunct) 

consisting of  28 data (42%), 3) V”→ V + PP (Adjunct) consisting of  6 data (9%), 4) 

V”→ V + PP (Adjunct) + PP (Adjunct)  consisting of  1 data (1, 5%), 5) V”→ AdvP 

(Adjunct) + V + NP (Complement) consisting of 2 data (3 %), 6) V”→ M +V + NP 

(Complement) + NP (Complement) consisting of 1 data (1, 5%), 7) V”→ M + V + 

AP (Adjunct) consisting of 1 data (1, 5%), 8) V”→ M + V + AP (Complement) 

consisting of 1 data (1, 5%), 9) V”→ M + V + AdvP (Adjunct) consisting of 1 data 

(1, 5%), 10) V”→ M + V + NP (Complement) + AdvP  (Adjunct) consisting of 1 data 

(1, 5%). 
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